“The Talk” Capstone
By
Brad Thorne
• How might I use my position as a
Financial Crimes Detective, and
media platforms to combat scams?

Federal Trade Commision
Reported fraud losses
increase more than 70
percent over 2020 to more
than $5.8 billion

This explains it all.
Every year millions MORE people fall victim to scams at all
ages
Americans are losing billions of dollars
The current approach is not working

Everyone is a stakeholder.

The innovation is an
old approach to a
new problem.

https://www.cityofboise.org/departments/
police/crime-prevention-and-safety/scam-p
revention/
https://twitter.com/DetThorneBPD

https://www.facebook.com/DetThorneBPD/
https://www.instagram.com/boisepolicede
partment/?hl=en

“truly effective leaders are also
distinguished by a high degree of emotional
Emotional Intelligence in action:
intelligence which includes self-awareness,
• My project is connecting with people on
different media platforms.
• I found one of the biggest barriers for this
communication is victim shame.
• I must recognize the emotions of a victim to
not alienate the stakeholder.
• I must be aware enough to find how to
connect with different stakeholders, the
victim, the victim’s family.
• To continue to be successful I must have a
high degree of Emotional Intelligence.

self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and
social skills”(Goleman 2008).

Creative Thinking let Communication be
the Solution!
Creative Fun
videos and posts
to draw
followers

Ask and show
how & why to
have “The Scam
Talk”.

Professional &
Personal Contact

Provide content
to talk about &
Information

Innovative
Solution.”It takes
a Village”.

Positive Results:
177 Twitter Followers- 30 posts several
shared.
139 Facebook followers-36 posts.
10- messages from citizens
multiple mentions recognizing pages and
information.
3 News interviews given due to

Recovered over
$200,000, helped
vulnerable adult
connect with adult
children for long
term assistance.

Contact with with 4
victims via Facebook
who were involved in a
purchase scam.

“Ok Sorry to bug you on
a Friday evening. Been a
wild week but I’ll give
you a ring Monday.
Thank you for
responding so quickly.
Have a peaceful
weekend”.

Continue Growth
with increased
friends, and views,
gaining information
from other sources.

“Thank you for your
advice I appreciate it
very much, I'm new to
Boise, it's great what
you are doing, I feel
safe knowing I can
ask advice from you”.

New Speaking
Engagements and
Media, contacts with the
public

Conclusion- My goal
was to help at least one
person, and that would
have been worth while.
In the short time I have
been able to help
multiple people
showing the value of
this innovative solution.

It was received well and continues to grow
showing the innovation and creativity is
only benefiting the stakeholders.
The department has seen the value, and
positively commented on the use.
Personal approach, and thus far no
negativity.
Unexpected I was asked to join a global scam
group and will get more connections and
education for victims.
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Thank You
Let communication be the
solution.
Talk to your loved ones about
scams.

